Creating an Ordinary Life
Active Support Project

What is Active
Support?
A short guide for parents
and family carers

Active Support changes
the mind set of support.
Staff begin to see
everything in life as an
activity or an opportunity
for a person to take
part. They begin to look
at activities as having
steps and each step is as
important as the other.
Just being able to do one
step is an achievement.
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What is Active Support?
Active support is a way of supporting someone that is person-centred. It
provides structures and routines that increase opportunities for people with
learning disabilities to engage in age-appropriate activities that make up an
‘ordinary life’. Active Support provides people with support that corresponds
with their abilities. It is applicable to all support settings, not just for people
with learning disabilities.
Central to Active Support is the notion of ‘ordinary living’ and the right to a
lifestyle valued by society in general and these have been identified as:
• Being part of a community
• Having a network or relationships involving family and friends having
continuity in relationships
• Having opportunities to develop have different experiences and develop
competencies
• Having choices and control over life
• Being given status and respect and
• Being treated as an individual
(Welsh Centre for Learning Disabilities, 1996 Schalock et al 2002)
Taking part in activities is the basis for personal growth and development,
an opportunity to learn new skills, to try something new, form new
relationships, increase social inclusion, education/work and independence.
Active Support changes the mind set of support. Staff begin to see
everything in life as an activity or an opportunity for a person to take part.
They begin to look at activities as having steps and each step is as important
as the other. Just being able to do one step is an achievement.
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A good service, providing
good person centred
support, will be just
‘happening’ all of the time
whether you are there as
a visitor or not.
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What to look for
in a service
A good Service, providing good person centred support, will be just
‘happening’ all of the time whether you are there as a visitor or not.
Person Centred led organisations will provide staff who have the right
support attitudes and values to engage your son/daughter/family member in
age-appropriate activities at home, in social settings and in the community,
at a level commensurate with their abilities, to have an ‘ordinary life’.
Staff focus will be on opportunities to engage your son/daughter to take part
in activities, have responsibilities to build confidence, self esteem and learn
new skills.
Overleaf are some of the things that you would expect to SEE in a service if
they are using methodologies of Active Support.
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I want to see a plan:
That helps staff learn all about my son/daughter/
family member
... including their communication needs and behaviour plans (sometimes
called ‘PBS’). That staff are clear about what my son/daughter/family member
wants to achieve, and how they keep the plan up to date and interesting.

That involves me (as a parent/family carer) in the plan
I want to be informed that the plan is progressing. I would like to be involved
in all meetings about my son/daughter/family member where possible.

That is easy to follow
...not only for my son/daughter/family member but for me and the staff,
whether they are established staff, new staff or agency staff.

That includes contingency plans
For if staff call in sick, transport does not arrive, the day centre is closed or
the college is closed so that my son/daughter/family member will be able to
make an informed choice about what they want to do that day.

That is going to be implemented on a day-to-day basis
That shows how much my son/daughter/family member is involved in
his/her day to day activities. Are there are there any barriers that need
addressing? Can I help? Are there routines I could keep going when my son/
daughter/family member comes home for weekends/holidays?
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I want to see:
Things happening when I visit the Service
...either from the plan or just incidental, routine activities. I do not want to see
a ‘Hotel Model’ of service delivery where my son/daughter/family member is
just sitting about or in their bedroom for extended periods. I want the staff to
be doing age appropriate activities that are meaningful and purposeful with
my son/daughter/family member.

Contented staff who are well supported.
Staff that have good values and work well together and work in a consistent
way. Who speak well of their manager and colleagues. Staff who are able
to tell me about up to date policies and what they mean in practice, in a
language that I understand.

Managers supporting staff in the service
...and not supporting them from an office or off-site who just rely on the
paperwork for evidence that my son/daughter/family member is having
a good life - an ordinary life. Managers who have the right skills and
knowledge and put them into practice and can support their team to do the
same.

Good interactions
...between the staff and my son/daughter/family member. Staff using the
tools and methodology of Active Support. Staff supporting the activities at
my son’s/daughter’s/family member’s pace and not the staff’s or the Service’s
pace. Staff supporting my son’s/daughter’s/family member’s way and not
theirs! I want to see the right level of support at the right time.
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Less staff leaving
That is, of course, if the team work well together with a good culture and
understanding of Active Support.

Evidence of good training taking place
Especially specific to the needs of my son/daughter/family member. I want to
see staff being supported, coached and mentored to translate the learning
from the training back in the Service to support my son/daughter/family
member even better. I would like to be asked if I would like to attend the
training and if I would like to contribute. I would like to know that agency
staff attend the training as well.

Parents and carers being part of the team
Parents and carers should feel valued by the staff and managers.

Staff understanding Active Support and being
enthusiastic about it.
Is it talked about at meetings? I need to see the team working together
especially with consistency, planning, communication and evaluation.
Developing scripts. I want to see agency and new staff being supported by
the team and updated on any new opportunity plans or changes in support.

Good Positive behaviour support plans in place
These should regularly evaluated and reviewed. Good Policies in place that
are accessible. Staff being supported and feel they are able to contribute
to the plan. Good support available to the team in cases of emergency.
Behaviours can continue after 5.00pm and at weekends!
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That my son/daughter/family member is happy.
That they are gaining confidence, improvement in self-esteem, developing
new relationships and being part of their community. Developing new skills
however small. Being given opportunities to do the things that he/she can
do. Being offered activities that maybe he/she or I had not even thought
about. Staff not giving up too soon and being patient, thoughtful, supportive
and respectful and able to manage risk.

Activities which are natural and age appropriate
Staff not looking for artificial or tokenistic activities to do especially during
the evening.

Staff understanding that activities are a series of steps
Staff filling in the gaps to enable my son/daughter to achieve an activity. Staff
working with my son/daughter/family member rather than doing it for them.

Staff using the right form of communication
Staff should be giving the right level of support - using key words, pictures
signs etc. Staff using the right graded level of assistance e.g. Verbal, Non
Verbal or Hand over Hand support. I want to see friendly environments that
are appropriate for my son/daughter/family member.

My son/daughter/family member being supported to
make informed choices
How can someone choose if they have nothing to choose from?
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A few more questions
Planning for the Future
A helpful information sheet from the Challenging Behaviour Foundation,
designed for families who are:
• planning for transition
• planning for their family member to move to a different type of support
• thinking of a long term plan for their future life.
The sheet is available to download from:
http://www.challengingbehaviour.org.uk/learning-disability-files/
14---Planning-for-the-future-Final-2014-web.pdf
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This guide was produced by the Association for Real Change (ARC) for the
Active Support Project: ‘Creating An Ordinary Life’. The project was funded
by the Department of Health.
For more information about the project and ARC, please visit our website:
www.arcuk.org.uk

Association for Real Change
ARC House, Marsden Street, Chesterfield, Derbyshire S40 1JY
Tel: 01246 555043 • Email: contact.us @arcuk.org.uk

